researchers).
This protest bears the signatures of several well known mathematicians, such as Paul Thurston, Paul Erdös, Robert Bartle, Harold Shapiro and Isaac Schoenberg, who, being of Romanian extraction himself, also sent a private letter to the President of Romania, asking for the reestablishment of the defunct institute. The answer of the colleagues from the Romanian Mathematical Diaspora, which numbered at that more than 100, was fairly positive, and the first volume was ready for printing in early 1981.
Several mathematicians, not necessarily of Romanian extraction, sent their word of encouragement. For instance, the late Emil Grosswald, who served at several universities in Western Hemisphere, recalled his professors at the University of Bucharest in warmest terms and sent his contribution on number theory.
Also, I would like to mention a Polish colleague, from Poznan, who sent his article during the time Poland was still under the rule of General Jaruzelski.
Coming from authors with high credentials and long activity, the papers in the first volume were not refereed, but starting with the following volume, we introduced the usual procedure of getting the opinion of a person working in the field of the submitted paper.
I am indebted to my colleagues at the University of Texas at Arlington, Irinel Dragan and Andrzei Korzeniowski for help in reviewing some manuscripts, and to the late V. Lakshmikantam, G. Fix, both former chairs of the departments for their contribution to the means needed to carry out the work on the Libertas Mathematica.
Help came also from colleagues in various places, and I mention here the University of Colorado at Boulder and my Alma Mater, the University Al. I. Cuza from Iasi, Romania.
Each calendar year, a volume was published, the last one of the first series being volume XXXI (2011) .
From the very beginning, Libertas Mathematica has been put in circulation in two different ways: first, by subscription, which came gradually from book agencies, such as "Ex Libris" of Frankfurt, Swets & Zeitlinger of The Netherlands, EBSCO from the USA and a few more, from various countries (Japan,Italy, The Netherlands, Sweden); second, we started an exchange program, which brought up to 30 volumes/year, from Italy, Spain, Romania, Hungary, Georgia, South Korea, Israel, Japan, Belgium, Republic of China (Taiwan).
These volumes, received by exchange, were donated to the Library of the University of Texas at Arlington, in compensation for the printing facilities we have used to produce several volumes (more than 10) within the Department of Mathematics.
My Ph.D. students Mehran Mahdavi (now Professor at Bowie State University, Maryland), Yizeng Li (now Professor at Tarrant Comunity College in Hurst, Texas) and Zephirinus Okonkwo (now Professor and Dean in the state of Georgia) have deployed, with dedication, the work necessary to print these volumes by using the advanced Xerox equipment from our department. Without their help, due to the increasing cost of printing outside the university, we should have been forced to stop the publication. The third, and so far the last way of printing the journal, appeared after the changes that occurred in [1989] [1990] in Romania, and thereafter, when we decided to prepare the volumes in Texas and print them in Romania. Starting with 1998, we also sent the volumes to subscribers and exchange partners directly from there.
In closing this short account of the first 31 years of Libertas Mathematica, I take the opportunity to mention the names of a few distinguished contributors who submitted papers (sometimes upon request) to the journal. They have given me the assurance that I have started, and spent long time working on something making sense in our academic world.
Paul Samuelson, the renowned 20th century economist. By showing that an integro-differential equation has no solutions, he proved that a certain economic conjecture is impossible. He was a Nobel laureate.
Isaac Schoenberg, a native of Romania, who was part of the mathematical school in Iasi until early 1930's, when he came to the U.S. He is known for his outstanding contributions to Numerical Analysis (the so-called Spline method of approximation, used, among other things, to compute the trajectories of space vehicle).
Nicholas Georgescu Roegen, an economist with mathematical background, also a member of the Leontieff school at Harvard in the 1930's, who was nominated for Nobel Prize four times and is considered one of the fathers of Analytical Economics.
Patrick Suppes, currently a professor at Stanford University, well known for his outstanding contributions to Mathematics and its foundations.
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